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In the blink of an eye, a month passed quickly.

The flying machine that Omi needed was already made.

“Senior Tang, you try it, don’t worry, we’ve had it tested nearly three hundred
times, and three hundred times the verification shows that it’s absolutely safe,
and it’s not really that high-end of technology.”

Omi looked at the bag-like flying machine and asked, “Will it explode if it is hit by
a huge force?”
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“Don’t worry about that, it won’t explode, but it will break down, just like a flying
ship.”

“Good.”

Tang Zixin immediately put the flying ship on his shoulder and fastened it tightly
around his waist, so he didn’t have to worry about detaching his shoulder.
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The scientist said, “This place is fingerprint activated, you can also voice-activate
it, and you can also wear these transparent glasses, the lenses of the glasses are
special and can display information such as speed, route, remaining energy and
so on.”

“Okay, I’ll try to fly back to Lookout City.”

“Activate.”

“Swoosh!”In the next second, Omi felt a tremendous push from his back, which
instantly pushed Omi from the ground, directly into the air. A second to
remember to read the book

The clouds drifted around Donzie’s side.

“I’m going.”Omi exclaimed, pushing him into the sky in the blink of an eye.

Omi quickly reoriented himself and flew in the direction of Wangjing City.
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“Swoosh swoosh.”The wind blew rapidly from in Omi’s ears, Omi felt so fast he
couldn’t open his eyes.However, Omi quickly adjusted his body state to adapt to
this high speed.

In less than two hours, Omi flew back to Wangjing City and landed in Wangjing
City.

“Yay, it’s awesome.”Omi’s excitement was self-evident, if this could be brought
back to another world, then even if he ran into the Demon Lord, Omi wouldn’t be
afraid anymore, Omi could just enter the Demon Head Temple.Omi was excited
just thinking about it, it seemed that high technology was still very useful in a
backward place.Omi carried a flying machine on his back, which was equivalent to
his lightness and reached the level of a flying machine, how terrifying this was.

“omi, is the flying machine ready?”Infamous asked.

“Yes, done, and it’s time for me to return to the other world.”

“When do you leave?”

“It’s been six months since I’ve lived here, if I don’t go back, I’m afraid everyone in
my division will think I’m dead, so I’d better leave right away.”

Omi called everyone over and said, “Friends, I’m returning to the other world
first, you guys practice martial arts here, ah, when you reach the Unity Realm
Great Perfection in the future, I’ll come back to take you to that world.”

“Good, don’t worry about going, take care of yourself.”

“Of course, that, Xiao Meng, you fly a flying ship to take me to the Thousand
Mountain Tomb.”

“Mm.”

Omi, escorted by Xiao Meng, arrived at the Thousand Mountain Tomb in about
seven or eight days.The Yanhuang Empire was very far away from the Thousand
Mountain Tomb, and it took seven or eight days for a flying ship to go this fast.

Omi was standing on the high mountain in front of the Thousand Mountains
Tomb, his back had been put on the flying ship and he was ready to charge into
the Thousand Mountains Tomb.

“Brother omi, is it really possible to bring the flying machine there?”

“Try everything as it is, and if it doesn’t work, there’s nothing we can do.”

“Then you’re in no danger?”



“Don’t worry, it won’t, Moe, I’m leaving then, you have to take care of all of them,
those people.”
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“Well, I will.”

Omi looked at Xiao Meng, excellent and moving, and said, “If you meet someone
you like, hurry up and fall in love, don’t put your great youth, on martial arts.”

Xiao Meng smiled bitterly, “I don’t like to fall in love.”

“Oh, okay, no more talking to you, I’m leaving.”

Omi started up the flying machine and burst into the Thousand Mountains Tomb.

Xiao Meng looked at Omi’s body and disappeared in a flash, appearing in the
looming Thousand Mountains Tomb’s Sea Market Lip Building.

After Omi entered the Thousand Mountains Tomb, the flying machine seemed to
lose power and could only let his body drift.

Omi took the opportunity to look at the tomb on the Thousand Mountains Tomb,
and although he couldn’t see it too clearly, he still faintly saw what was the
‘Tomb of the Morning Light Emperor’, ‘Tomb of the Western Sovereign’, ‘Tomb of
the Nine Daoist Demons”.Omi didn’t know if it was an illusion, what was written
on the tombstone was vaguely these words, but it seemed like it wasn’t, because
everything was distorted and deformed, plus the font, which was obviously a
very old and ancient script, was almost equal to a half guess.

Just as Omi wanted to look at it some more, his body suddenly appeared gravity.

Omi immediately reacted, which indicated that his body had left the spatial
junction.

“Activate.”Omi immediately activated the flying machine.

“Swoosh.”With a huge push from his back, Omi rushed out of the bottomless
abyss in a few seconds.

That’s right, it was the same bottomless abyss he had jumped into half a year ago.

“Yea hoo, finally back, the flying machine has really brought it over too, yea.”Omi
flew in the sky, his excitement hard to express.

Omi would now go to the Devil’s Head Temple and find Mu Qianji.

Omi had the flying machine with him, and the Demon Sect Master couldn’t do
anything about it.



Omi immediately flew off in a certain direction.

In less than an hour, Omi had already seen the huge Demon Sect General Altar.

Omi flew directly into the Devil Sect’s General Altar, but it was so large that Omi
didn’t know where to find Mu Qianji.

Just then, Omi heard someone talking in front of him, “Strange, it’s been half a
year, the assassin of the Righteous Alliance, Wind Lightning, hasn’t infiltrated our
General Altar yet, has he given up on killing Red Scorpion and MoMing Dao?”

“Cut, don’t even look at what kind of place our Demon Sect General Forum is,
even if it’s the Martial Master of the Righteous Alliance, it’s not just a matter of
wanting to come here, not to mention the district’s Wind Lightning, trash.”

Omi heard the conversation between the two Demon Sect disciples in front of
him, he was really depressed, it was fine to discuss him, why did he need to add a
trash behind him?

Omi immediately said, “Those two who are in front, which, I despise you sons of
bitches who have no ability of your own, but are cursing trash behind your backs
at every turn.”

The two devil disciples in front were busy turning back and asked, “Who are you?”

“I amWind Lightning.”

“Hahaha, that’s impossible, no one can infiltrate our Head Altar, if you’re Wind
Light Cloud, how could you possibly bypass our heavy guards at the bottom of
the mountain?”

Omi snorted, “Believe it or not is none of my business, now tell me right now,
where are Red Scorpion and MoMing Dao?I’m going to kill them.”

The two demonic disciples were stunned, then their eyes turned demented.

Omi had already used the enchantment technique on them, Omi didn’t bother to
bullshit with the two trash disciples.

“Red Scorpion Senior Brother is at the General Altar Poison Elder’s residence, and
the Poison Elder’s residence is at the left back of the General Altar.”
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“Brother Mo Ming Dao is at the General Eighteenth House.”

“Very well, then where is my wife?”

“Who’s your wife?”The two disciples asked stupidly at the same time.



“My wife is Mu Qianji.”

“Her Highness is living in the General Palace, the back garden, where outsiders
are not allowed to enter.”

“Understood, thank you two sons of bitches, forget what just happened.”

In the next second, Omi disappeared, and the two demonic disciples came to
their senses, but couldn’t remember anything.

Omi planned to kill Red Scorpion and MoMing Dao first, and finish the
assassination mission of the Righteous Alliance first.

Omi found the back mountain residence where the Red Scorpion was.

However, Omi found out that there was another Ancestor realm powerhouse in
the mansion.

Although Omi was carrying a flying machine on his back, if he was caught, he
would be dead or alive, and it seemed that Omi must make good use of the flying
machine. First URL m.kanshu8.net

Omi immediately shouted, “Hey, Red Scorpion, come out and suffer death.”

At this moment, the Red Scorpion, who was inside the residence, heard the
shouts from outside the residence and was startled.

“Master.”The Red Scorpion looked at the man sitting next to him, the man was a
Sect Master, it was his master and Mu Qianji’s uncle.

“Master, someone outside told me to go out and suffer death.”Red Scorpion said
as he looked at his master.

That poisonous elder snorted, “Go out and see who’s pulling that
prank.”Normally, it was no one who believed that it was really the wind and light
clouds.

“Master, what if it’s really Wind Lightning who assassinated me?”Red Scorpion
said.

“No way, if it’s true, I’m here, what’s to be afraid of, then I’ll finish him off.”Elder
Poison said.

They immediately walked out, only to see a young and handsome man standing
not far from the entrance of the residence.

The two of them were stunned.



Omi smiled heedlessly and said, “Which one of you is the Red Scorpion?Hurry
over and let me kill.”

Omi’s tone of voice was so wild and arrogant that it made people want to beat
him violently.

“Who are you?”Elder Poison asked.

Omi said, “What? You don’t even know my famous Grandpa Wind Lightning.”

“You, whose disciple are you?How dare you mess with me?”Elder Poison raged.

“Hahaha, I’mWind Lightning, sent by the Righteous Alliance to assassinate the
Red Scorpion, old man, hurry up and send your apprentice to me to kill.”

“Looking for death.”Elder Poison was furious, although he was good at using
poison, he was just as good at martial arts, otherwise how could he step into the
realm of a master.

The Poison Elder was furious, whether he was Wind Lightning or not, with his
arrogant and rude attitude, he was going to kill the other party.

However, Omi dared to be so arrogant, he was prepared.

Omi’s flying machine had a function called ‘Adaptive Distance Keeping’, this
function was not unfamiliar, many cars also had applications, in cars it was called
‘Adaptive Cruise’.

What does it mean?It is that the aircraft will emit a radar signal, from the radar
signal can measure the distance between the various obstacles with the
surrounding, adaptive maintenance distance, is to be able to automatically set,
with the surrounding obstacles to maintain a certain distance, to avoid the launch
collision danger.

Omi had already set the distance at ten meters.

Therefore, when the Poison Elder killed Omi and the radar detected that the
distance was less than ten meters, the flying machine immediately self-started,
always maintaining a distance of ten meters away.The speed of the flying
machine was known, and no matter how awesome the Poison Elder’s lightness
was, it was vulnerable to the flying machine.

In the end, when the Poison Elder thought he could kill Omi with a single slap,
Omi’s figure disappeared in the blink of an eye.

“Eh?”Elder Poison’s eyebrows furrowed, it was impossible, he was a Zongshi
realm powerhouse, a Unity realm person, it was impossible for his reaction speed
and lightness to be faster than him ah.



Omi really didn’t want to laugh at him, faster than reaction speed?I’m sorry, but
the reaction time of a flying machine is at a computer level; in terms of light
speed?That was even less embarrassing, the flying machine used the energy
device of a flying ship, and the instant it started, its speed reached 1500
kilometers per hour.

“Hahaha.”Omi’s laughter rang out in mid-air.

When Elder Poison looked up, Omi was standing in mid-air.

“You, how could you be so fast.”Poison Elder was stunned, oh my god, even the
Demon Cult Master probably couldn’t even touch his shadow, this is too
incredible.

Omi said, “Sorry, you don’t have the authority to know.”

Regarding the flying machine, Omi did have to keep it a secret, otherwise, the
strongest people in this world, everyone would travel to another world and
everyone would build one, then Omi’s advantage would be gone, precisely
because everyone didn’t have one, only Omi had one.

Elder Poison snorted, “I don’t believe it.”After saying that, Elder Poison flashed
his body once again and rushed towards Omi.

Omi’s ears only heard a beeping sound, as if the aircraft’s system indicated that
an obstacle was approaching Range 10.

“Swoosh.”Omi disappeared in the blink of an eye, the Poison Elder hadn’t even
reacted to Omi’s disappearance until half a second later when he realized that
there was no longer a Omi in his target direction.

“Ah.”The Poison Elder’s jaw was stunned.

“Hahaha, hahaha.”Omi laughed heartily.

“This is impossible, what the hell is going on?”Elder Poison yelled, and although
Elder Poison saw a backpack on Omi’s back, he had no idea what it was, and with
the knowledge of the people of this world, that was all.

Omi said, “After I kill the Red Scorpion, we’ll talk again.”

“Don’t you dare.”

Omi rushed towards the Red Scorpion, and when Elder Poison found out, he also
rushed towards the Red Scorpion.

Unfortunately, the difference in speed between the two was too great, and Omi
had reached the Red Scorpion in almost the blink of an eye.



“Puff.”Omi decapitated the Red Scorpion’s head in one go, then instantly his
body bounced off.

“No.”Elder Poison watched as the Red Scorpion was killed, there was nothing he
could do, and by the time he rushed in front of the Red Scorpion, he could only
watch the pillar of blood spraying like a fountain at its neck.

“Fourth this assassination target complete, yay, next, Moondog.”Omi said and
dug his nostrils.

Elder Poison saw Omi’s calm, relaxed, incomparably arrogant, yet helpless
posture, he really wanted to collapse.

“You you you, you really are a light wind.”At this moment, the Poison Elder finally
believed that this really was Wind Lightning Cloud.

Omi gave Elder Poison a blank look and left his mouth open, “I told you earlier,
I’mWind Lightning, but you still don’t believe it.Alright, let’s talk some other day,
I’ll go find MoMing Dao.”

“You you you.”Elder Poison saw Omi’s tone, he really wanted to kill him very
badly, but he couldn’t even do the basics to get close to him, it was so painful.
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